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Writing the next chapter
Wendy Wintersteen
gives State of the
University address
BY JACOB.SMITH
@iowastatedaily.com
University President Wendy Wintersteen delivered her State
of the University address titled, “Writing the Next Chapter of
Innovation and Excellence” on Wednesday.
Wintersteen began her address by welcoming everyone back
to the university and sharing a quote from author Toni Morrison.
“I hope you all received my welcome back email; in the email I
shared a quote from the author Toni Morrison that said ‘If there’s
a book that you want to read, but it hasn’t been written yet, then
you must write it,’” Wintersteen said. “What I’m thinking of is
that everyone at Iowa State plays an important role and that
everyone is a contributing author in writing the next chapter of

WINTERSTEEN
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CAITLIN YAMADA/ IOWA STATE DAILY
President Wendy Wintersteen spoke about Iowa State’s past achievements as well as the future of the university in her annual State of the University address on Sept. 11.

StuGov passes three bills
BY JACOB.SMITH
@iowastatedaily.com
Student Government sat senators to committees and passed
bills that provided funding for
office equipment and transferred
funds into the Student Activity Fee
Reserve at Wednesday’s meeting.
Introduced by Speaker
Culbertson, the bill providing
$1,541.34 from the Special Projects
account to fund an office proxy lock
was passed in unanimous consent.
The proxy lock allows members
to have easy access on a regular
basis to the Student Government
office and negates the current issue
of members who do not have a key
not being able to get in.
“This is kind of our way to make

the office secure for the new computer,” Speaker Culbertson said.
Another bill providing $350
from the Special Projects account
for a new office computer —
introduced by Finance Director
Mueller — was passed in unanimous consent.
The computer will replace an
outdated computer and be bought
from ISU Surplus, once they
re-open, for a soon-to-be-hired
administrative assistant for Student
Government.
“I was recently informed that
ISU Surplus is closed for the
month of September,” Finance
Director Mueller said. “We are
probably going to hold off until
the first Wednesday of October to
purchase it.”

The do’s and do not’s of
College GameDay signs
and finding TV fame
BY MATT.BELINSON
@iowastatedaily.com

EMILY BERCH/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Speaker Kelsey Culbertson and
Vice Speaker Jacob Schrader listen
to open forum speakers Sept. 11.

This delays the purchasing of a
computer until at least Oct. 1.
A third bill, moving $13,404.51
from the Special Projects account to
the Student Activity Fee Reserve,
passed by unanimous consent.
Every year, Student Government
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W hen someone says the words
“College GameDay,” there are probably many moments and media personalities that pop into the heads of
college football fanatics.
Yo u h a ve “ O l ’ C r i m s on , ” L e e
Corso being – well – Lee Corso,
Kirk Herbstreit, Desmond Howard,
Maria Taylor, the celebrity guest
picker, Corso’s headgear pick and
many others.
While those are all quality choices
to represent the perennial TV show
of college football that is College
GameDay, there is only one aspect

99

¢

of the show that is truly unique and
special to each school that College
GameDay visits. the signs.
From memes to photoshopped
pictures of the opposing players or
coaches, to more memes and jabs at
the GameDay hosts themselves, the
GameDay signs make up the lifeblood
of what makes the show so special.
College GameDay’s TV broadcast
is focused on the fans in the crowd for
a majority of the broadcast, showing
pictures and videos of the best signs
that fans create on that Saturday.
Which is why the process of creating and hauling a homemade sign

GAMEDAY
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Blizzard

When you buy one
at regular price
expires 12/31/19
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FEATURE PHOTO

9.12.19
Conference: Financial Aid Campus Partners, Sun Room, South Ballroom, Memorial
Union at 8 a.m. This 22nd annual event for faculty

and staff provides an update on how student
financial aid works and current issues impacting
student aid. Registration is free but requested.

Gallery Chat: nicci port, Reiman Gallery(lower level), Christian Petersen Art Museum, Morrill
Hall at 12 p.m. Join members of the ISU community as they lead informal gallery discussions the
current ReACT exhibition It Starts with Us: Civility
and the 21st Land Grant Mission.

Nature at Noon: Ecological Feminism,
Reiman Gardens at 12 p.m. Meet ISU Sociology

Lecturer Daniellle Wirth, and learn about ecofeminism -- the philosophically feminist approach to
understanding ecology.

Grad Student Library Workshop, Parks
Library at 3:30 p.m. Straight to the Source: Pro tips

Happy Outdoor Painting Workshop, Workspace, Memorial Union at 5:30 p.m. Create the

kind of world you want to see in this oil painting
class ala Bob Ross. Follow Levi Chytka using weton-wet oil painting technique on a canvas with
basic tools. Immerse yourselves in the happy trees,
little squirrels, and warm sun on the MU terrace on
the west side of the building (Rain location is the
Workspace).

Cyclone Cinema: John Wick Chapter 3Parabellum, Carver 101 at 7 p.m. Wick must

fight his way through the streets of New York as he
becomes the target of the world’s most ruthless
killers.

Junkyard Samurai, The M-Shop, Memorial
Union at 8 p.m. Junkyard Samurai is a hip-hop

supergroup collab between Chicago’s The Palmer
Squares and ProbCause.

CAITLIN YAMADA/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Morning Shower
Campus woke up to morning showers Wednesday. Due to the campus’ wet conditions,
ClubFest was postponed to Friday in the Memorial Union.

for Grad Students
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POLICE BLOTTER
9.11.19
Amanda Jolene Mueller, age 29, of 4212 Lincoln
Way - Ames, Iowa, was arrested and charged with
operating while intoxicated at 3400 Lincoln Way
(reported at 2:00 a.m.).

Amanda Jolene Mueller, age 29, of 4212 Lincoln
Way - Ames, Iowa, was arrested and charged with
stopping on paved part of highway at 3400 Lincoln
Way (reported at 2:00 a.m.).

Jackson Cleaning Service

CORRECTIONS
The Iowa State Daily welcomes comments
and suggestions or complaints about errors
that warrant correction.

To submit a correction, please contact our
editor at 515-294-5688 or via email at editor@
iowastatedaily.com.

Crossword

YESTERDAY’S ANSWERS

•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market

21 Sailor’s direction
22 Hero who first appeared in 1912
24 Needle point?
25 Hustles
27 Card, e.g.
28 Shorten, maybe
30 Jellyfish relatives
32 Year in Nero’s reign
33 University of Wyoming city
34 Guatemalan currency, or the
colorful bird it’s named for
38 Capital of 35-Down
39 Ratatouille ingredient
40 Quaker in the woods
43 Next in line
44 Revival figs.
45 STARZ competitor
46 Tapped trees
48 Risk
49 Waits
52 Bit of wisdom
54 How World Series winners
celebrate
55 Jazz pianist Hancock
56 Not anymore
57 Like some biblical boarders
58 Play areas
59 Directs

Across
1 Home to Iran’s Iron Age Museum
7 Like some closet findings?
15 Time’s 1986 Woman of the Year
16 Float, in a way
17 Mix up
18 The Joker or The Penguin
19 Steep-angle shot
20 Kuala Lumpur native

9 2-Down alternative
10 Water __
11 LAX listings

294-4120

Retail Advertising
294-2403

by the Mepham Group

12 One seeking the way?
13 Not tense
14 “Camelot” lyricist
20 1957 R&B chart-topper inspired
by a schoolteacher
23 Hall of fame
26 Urban air problem
28 Paris preposition
29 Graceful
31 It might be a warning
32 Money
34 Bee output
35 Hwange National Park setting
36 Preceding
37 Dragging
39 Gentle breezes
40 Agreement
41 1862 battle site
42 Distillery waste

Down

43 1980s middleweight champ

1 Monument on the Yamuna River
2 Maker of FlavorSplash beverages
3 Piece of crummy advice
4 Kids
5 Sound, maybe
6 Ballet-dancing Muppet
7 Lowlifes

Complete the grid so each row, column
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9.
For strategies on how to solve Sudoku,
visit www.sudoku.org.uk

46 One in a humming swarm
47 Beat
50 Column-lined walkway
51 Fair sight
53 Deco pseudonym
55 Presley’s “__ Latest Flame”
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Third debate to
begin Thursday
COURTESY OF SAMANTHA VASQUEZ
Samantha Vasquez (far left), a senior in child, adult and family services, started
out in genetics with a four-year scholarship in the STEM field.

Poll leaders
meet center
stage for
first time

Iowa State seniors
share how they
changed majors

BY WALKER.OCHS
@iowastatedaily.com
A ne wl y refined group of
Democratic candidates will take
the stage for the party’s third presidential debate 7 p.m. Thursday
o n A B C a t Te x a s S o u t h e r n
University. The debate field has
been cut down from 20 candidates to 10.
This will be the first time Sen.
Elizabeth Waren and former Vice
President Joe Biden are on the
same debate stage.
Ellen Pirro, senior lecturer in
political science, said there were
simply too many candidates on
the debate stage still, forcing candidates to give one-liner responses
to questions deserving more time.
The Democratic National
Committee’s (DNC) qualification criteria for the debate were
more strict than previous ones.
Specifically, candidates required
at least 130,000 unique campaign
donors from 400 unique donors in
at least 20 different states, and 2
percent or more support in four
different DNC approved polls.
Pirro said the primary purpose of the debates was to serve
as a way to build excitement for
the democratic process. She said
they also allow for candidates to
express their stances on issues in
public view, which helps voters
decide who they really want to
vote for in an election.
Three of the qualifying candidates, Sen. Bernie Sanders,
former Biden and Warren are
more than 70 years old, and stand
above the rest of the field in public
polls. As of Wednesday, Biden
registered at 29.8 percent support, Warren at 18.7 percent and
Sanders at 18 percent, according
to the RealClearPolitics polling
average. A March Gallup survey
found only 63 percent of voters
said they would vote for “a generally well-qualified person for president [from their party] who happened to be over the age of 70.”
President Donald Trump is 73.
The full list of candidates who
will take the stage Thursday are:
Biden
Sanders
Warren

BY AMBER.MOHMAND
@iowastatedaily.com

CAITLIN YAMADA/ IOWA STATE DAILY
United State Senator Elizabeth Warren spoke at the Iowa Democratic
Wing Ding on Aug. 9.

CAITLIN YAMADA/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Former Vice President Joe Biden campaigned in Carroll County on July 16.
Biden spoke to area residents at the Leet-Hassler Farmstead in Manning.

Sen. Kamala Harris
S o u t h B e n d M a y o r Pe t e
Buttigieg
Former Rep. Beto O’Rourke
Sen. Amy Klobuchar
Sen. Cory Booker
Former S ec. of Ur ban
Development Julián Castro
Businessman Andrew Yang
Pirro said social media has had
an effect on the debates and the
election cycle. She said social
media gives all candidates —
even those that lack resources
and political power — a way
to reach an audience, providing an easy way to present your
views to potentially millions of
people, potentially kickstarting a

presidential campaign.
The recent catastrophe
Hurricane Dorian may come up as
a debate topic. The storm damaged
hundreds of miles of the southeastern coastline and renewed
conversations surrounding climate
change and hurricanes.
The environment is one of
the most important issues for
Democratic voters, according to
polling.
The Iowa State College
Democrats will host a debate
watch party alongside the Story
County Democrats starting at
6 p.m. in the Commons Room
behind the Crawford School
Complex in Campustown.

College is a path to set a student
up for the career they want, and many
students come with a major before they
attend Iowa State. However, there are
times where the major may end up not
being in line with the students’ interests.
Throughout their journey at Iowa
State, students can either stick with
their major or change it as many as five
times. Two seniors who have have this
experience share the lessons they said
they learned.
Logan Coppess, a senior in industrial
design, started out double majoring in
pre-business and German.
“A lot if it actually kinda had to do
with just family and people saying ‘yeah
if you don’t really know what you want
to do [business] is pretty versatile so you
could always try to do that,’” Coppess
said. “I guess always kinda wanted to
have my own business — at least that
was something in the back of my mind.”
Coppess said he was taking classes
for a year but had always been thinking
about majoring in industrial design program. After taking a tour of the Amory
at Iowa State, Coppess said he was “sold”
on applying for the industrial program.
“I got to see what was going on with
the industrial design program and I
knew it was very competitive to get
into it along with a lot of other different design majors,” Coppess said. “It
seemed like it clicked, I guess.”
The “hands-on” aspect was something that drew Coppess into the major,
he said enjoyed activities with that
ever since he was a kid. After Coppess
made the decision to switch, he said he
decided to keep business as a minor.
“There’s a lot of good things about
[business] but I feel like I could have
done — I guess at the time and even
now — I felt like I could’ve probably
done a little more with my time here,”
Coppess said. “I decided to I guess take
the risk and switch majors. It ended up
working out, which I know it doesn’t
happen to a lot of people though and
that’s pretty unfortunate because it’s
really difficult to decide what you want
to do in life so early on.”
For senior Samantha Vazquez, she
said she changed her major five times
before ended up in child, adult and
family services.
“I started out in genetics,” Vazquez
said. “I had a scholarship for Science
Bound which is four years full tuition
but only in STEM fields and I had the

scholarship since 8th grade.”
Vazquez said she switched to between
engineering majors several times during
her first years.
“I was sticking to STEM and trying
to find things that fit somewhat of
what I like,” Vazquez said. “[...] So I
had a family situation which was why I
was staying in STEM because my parents were insistent — although in high
school I wanted to drop out of Science
Bound because I didn’t like it. I could
have looked at other opportunities but
that didn’t happen because I was told to
stay in it so I did.”
Going through the majors in the
STEM field, Vazquez said her grades
were dropping because she did not have
any interest.
“My grades were not good at all
because I was not doing well in classes
I didn’t like — I was on the verge of
getting kicked out of ISU like twice,”
Vazquez said. “But every summer saved
me because I took random electives
which were in child, adult and family
services to get ahead and get better
grades.”
After researching majors, Vazquez
said she settled on child, adult and
family services.
“While I was in construction engineering, I started working at Friendship
Ark — which is a facility for adults
with special needs — so it was there I
realized that I really liked this job and
I would love to do something like this
for a long time,” Vazquez said.
Vazquez said after making the switch
and continuing her job at Friendship
Ark made her “fall in love” with the
atmosphere while the other majors she
tried were because someone told her
to try it.
“I wasn’t doing well and so immediately I thought of myself as a failure,
and I started going to counseling again
and because I wasn’t doing so poorly
in school and my parents were yelling
at me, I just felt all this pressure and I
just wasn’t fun,” Vasquez said. “I almost
dropped out of college.”
Coppess and Vasquez said having
support systems have helped them go
through the major change.
“Sometimes you’re going to have to
take risks in life and whether it seems
very hard to take those, sometimes you
just gotta go for it and be prepared
that if it doesn’t work out, it’s going to
be alright and you’ll figure something
out eventually,” Coppess said. “A lot
of times it’s something you wouldn’t
expect at all.”
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A one of a kind experience
Improv
group
brings the
laughter
BY LYDIA.WEDE
@iowastatedaily.com
Loving nothing more than providing audiences with laughter and
entertainment, Grandma Mojo’s
Moonshine Revival, an improv
comedy group made of Iowa State
students, performs ever y other
Wednesday at the Memorial Union’s
M-Shop. Tickets are priced at $1.
“It’s a great place to bring new
friends, old friends or even a date,”
said Catherine Daily, president
of Grandma Mojo’s Moonshine
Revival. “Laughing together is a
great way to relax and bond, and
you’re very likely to have something
to laugh about the rest of the night.”
Improv is a common comedic
acting style that is featured on several
TV shows, such as “Whose Line Is
It Anyway?”and “Just Roll With It,”
where there is no script, differentiating improv from stand-up and knockknock jokes. Instead, the actors and

actresses are given a prompt which
they then act out on the fly, most of
the time without preparation. These
scenes require a team effort to be
successful, with members doing their
best to set others up for punch lines
and plot twists.
“The chemistry in an improv
ensemble is unlike anything else,”
Daily said. “It is such a fun feeling
when you are on stage and make
eye contact with a scene partner,
and you understand exactly what
they are thinking, and you are both
on the same page. It’s so great to
be inside another person’s head and
be able to give them the setups that
they need.”
To make up for this lack of planning, members of Grandma Mojo’s
Moonshine Revival have practices
where they work on essential skills,
such as character development, plot
progression, physical humor and
team chemistry. In improv, it’s more
important to help the other actors
shine than to try vying for the spotlight yourself.
These performances are enjoyable
for actors and spectators alike. The
laid-back atmosphere allows scenes
to freely flow to the furthest corner
of the actors’ imaginations.
Patrons in the seats also receive
a role. During the show, the actors
will play improv games with audience participation. Onlookers in

GARRETT HEYD/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Darrick Burrage cracks a joke during an improv sketch at Grandma Mojo’s Moonshine Revival event Aug. 28 in
the Maintenance Shop, located in the Memorial Union.

the crowd have the opportunity to
call out character ideas and climax
proposals to create some truly unique
storylines that seem impossible, but
somehow work.
“Everything that happens is happening for the first time ever, and
will never be seen anywhere else ever
again,” Daily said.
For improv aficionados, the

one-of-a-kind experience is the art
form’s draw.
“If there is one thing I could tell
someone about Grandma Mojo’s,
it’s that every show is different, and
every show is better than the last,”
Daily said.
While the majority of Grandma
Mojo’s Moonshine Revival’s performances are for Iowa State students,

Student national award
applications open soon
BY SAGE.SMITH
@iowastatedaily.com
T h e f a l l c a m p u s d e ad l i n e s f o r
Nationally Competitive Awards are
approaching. Iowa State provides information and guidance to prepare undergraduate and graduate students for these
opportunities.
The awards available to Iowa State
students are predominantly merit-based
as the awards are focused on academic
performance as well as leadership and
service experience.
The three national scholarships that
require campus nomination are The Barry
Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in
Education Foundation, Harry S. Truman
Scholarship and Udall Undergraduate
Scholarship.
The deadlines for these applications
are Oct. 21 for Goldwater, Nov. 4 forTruman and Nov. 18 for Udall.
The Barry Goldwater Scholarship and
Excellence in Education Foundation is
open to sophomores and juniors who are
interested in research based careers and
are currently participating in research
within STEM fields.
All students at the junior level
can apply for the Harry S. Truman
Scholarship. The students who apply for
this scholarship are looking at entering
into a public service career.
The Udall Undergraduate Scholarship
is available to sophomores and juniors.
There are two categories, including an
environmental category and one for

CAITLIN YAMADA/ IOWA STATE DAILY
President Wendy Wintersteen speaks about 2019 Goldwater Scholars Jacqueline
Blaum, Atte Kadoma, Matthew Ryan and Nikita Kozak.

Native American students.
During the State of the University
address, President Wendy Wintersteen said
Iowa State’s students continue to amaze
the university with the honors they receive.
Wintersteen also said Iowa State is
one of about 20 institutions, including
Yale University and Stanford University,
to have all four nominees selected as
Goldwater scholars.
“This is the reflection on our great students; it is also a reflection about our faculty and staff and what they do inside and
outside the classroom,” Wintersteen said
Laura Good, assistant director for
Nationally Competitive Awards, said what
makes applicants stand out is leadership, a

passion for their field of study, community
service and academic strength.
“For the scholarships that go through
the campus process we have a faculty
committee for each award that work
in the area that the award emphasizes,”
Good said.
Each committee meets to review the
applications. After they select the campus
nominees the nominees are paired with
a faculty mentor and work with Good.
“Usually I see the candidates at least
once every 10 days to touch base,” Good
said. “And that’s through until when
the national deadlines are, so usually

AWARDS
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the elite ensemble has also competed amongst the best of the best
at Improv of the Corn, a college
improv festival hosted by Iowa State.
With performances given by improv
ensembles from the University of
Northern Iowa, the University
of Iowa and Drake University,
G r a n d m a M o j o’s M o on s h i n e
Revival came on top with a victory.

Failed vote places
doubt on Healthy
Life Center future
BY JAKE.WEBSTER
@iowastatedaily.com
Ames voters rejected funding for a $29 million bond to
fund the Healthy Life Center in a referendum Tuesday.
The public was closely divided, with the share of the vote
for no at 51.5 percent and the share of the vote for yes at 48.5
percent. The yes side needed to reach a 60 percent threshold
in order for the implementation of the bond issue, however.
The failure to approve the bond makes the construction
of the Healthy Life Center unlikely. Private donors and the
six entities who collaborated on the project — Mary Greeley
Medical Center, Iowa State, Des Moines Area Community
College, Story County and Heartland Senior Services —
pledged roughly $20 million to its construction.
Nancy Carroll, executive director of Heartland Senior
Services, said before the results were known it would be difficult for the project to move forward if the bond were rejected
by voters. She said the private donors had been brought
together and the $20 million they collectively accounted
for would be difficult to get together again.
The campaign for a no vote was supported by significant
spending from a political action committee (PAC) created by
the Ames Fitness Center. The PAC, registered as “Citizens
of Ames for Responsible Economics,” spent at least $18,234
as of Aug. 27, according to filings with the Iowa Ethics &
Campaign Disclosure Board.
What comes next for the project is unclear at this stage,
with the next moves by private donors unknown. Ames City
Council had offered its unanimous support for the Healthy
Life Center during its Aug. 27 meeting, and ward two representative Tim Gartin took to social media to drum up
support for a yes vote, touting the Ames Tribune editorial
board’s endorsement of a yes vote.
Ames Mayor John Haila said many were “disappointed”
at the outcome of the result, KCCI reports.
“[W]e respect the decision the voters made and we are
going to positively move forward, but it will need to be in
a different direction,” Haila said.
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What makes us human

Accept the
lows with the
highs of life

Vote Joe Van
Erdewyk for City
Council 4th Ward
BY ZACHARY.JOHNSON
@iowastatedaily.com

BY PETYON.HAMEL
@iowastatedaily.com
We all have those days where we want to
refuse to acknowledge our pain by staring at
the ceiling blasting Khalid or stuffing our
faces into our pillows.
If you are an overly positive person, this
may happen to you once in a blue moon;
if so, power to you! However, if you are
like me or any other average human being,
this may happen once every few weeks to
once a month.
This is our humanity. It is not our sunniest part of humanity, but I am glad it exists.
This is living. This is feeling.Some of us
grow up in households where they live by
the bootstrapping theory: “Don’t be sad!
Pull up your bootstraps, honey.” Others
grow up in emotionally open households.
Depending on the circumstances, the
gravity on mental health varies. In these
states of mind, we often ask, “Why me?”
like our problems are overly specific to
ourselves and there is not one person out
of the 7.5 billion people in the world who
understands.
Ultimately, we believe we deserve better.
And we do. However, we often forget that
reality rises with the sun and the moon. You
will have your highs and your lows. This is
the inevitability that comes with having
humanity. What also comes from humanity is the ability to choose. There are bits
and pieces of our identity that we cannot
control, such as our socioeconomic class of
birth, ethnicity, race and received primary
education. While this is true, there are also
portions of our identity that we can change.
Identity includes lifestyle. Accept the
things we cannot change and change the
things we cannot accept. Find that change
and make it the very purpose that keeps
your heart ticking from the second you
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Columnist Peyton Hamel compares human survival to a shaken up soda bottle.

wake up to the moment you rest your eyes.
If you pinpoint even one aspect of your
life that forces you to shove all your feelings into your pillowcase, you have already
begun the change. Attacking a pinpoint
is checking a box off your list. After one,
attack another. Life should be more about
survival. A part of survival is about not
allowing yourself to shake the soda bottle
until the moment the cap spouts off dozens
of miles away from you. When a soda bottle
becomes fizzy, we let out the fizz slowly
and from the top. We do not release fizz
from the sides or bottom. We release from
the top old fizz first and then release the
lower layers of fizz to finally get to the

tasty, carbonated beverage. Why do you
think advertisers extend the *tsssk* sound
of an opening soda can? Because life is just
better that way.
Why me? Why is this horrid event
occurring during my lifetime? Why not
someone else? Maybe because you are
capable and can handle the tribulations
in front of you. The person next to you
may not be able to because their hardship
endurance has not quite developed yet.
Why you? The lows have to equal the highs,
because it’s the balance of equilibrium in
the game of life. Without the lows, there
would be no highs. Allow yourself to taste
the sweetness below the fizz.

Coming up in November is an extremely interesting election
for the 4th Ward of the city of Ames’ City Council. On the
ticket we have a candidate who, to me, is the right man for the
job. Joe Van Erdewyk is a former student here at Iowa State
who had the chance to interact and learn from some of the
smartest and most politically savvy professors our university has
to offer — professors Dirk Deam, Jason Chrystal and others
like them. It is obvious from talking with Van Erdewyk that he
has learned numerous lessons from these incredibly intelligent
people on what it means to be a good politician.
Henry Fairlie was a British social and political journalist who
defined the art of being a politician as having the following
traits: flexiblity, imperturbability (calmness), joy in the game,
ambition (for politics), respect for adversaries, an intuitive sense
of people and possibilities and skill at making and remaking
publics. Erdewyk carries these traits through the work he does,
the people he knows and simply through who he is as a person.
In speaking with him I found that he’s been in a position
where he has had to work many jobs to get through going
to school here at Iowa State, which is something that I and
many students are able to understand and
empathize with. He worked hard to get his
education and it’s that sort of hard work
and dedication that will make him an outstanding city councilman.
Erdewyk has incredibly nuanced and
intelligent views and thought processes on
issues like housing and city planning, which
are plans that, to me, only someone who is
JOE VAN
ERDEWYK
both innovative and has lived in the community as a non student can pursue.
People want to stay in Ames, and having these young families be able to thrive is extremely important to expand the city
economically. The floor of us being a college town allows us to
take hits other cities might not be able to, but we can certainly
expand and diversify the city’s appeal to young families.
Erdewyk believes that we have the infrastructure to effectively take in the estimated 15,000-person population boom
that is predicted for the city and that allowing more apartment
buildings is a waste of space. His Ames 2040 calls for intelligent investment in the consumer market to further growth
and maximize returns.
All in all, I believe in Erdewyk and his vision for Ames and
I hope that when the City Council elections come around in
November, you would cast your vote for him!

EDITORIAL

The debate we want to see
BY ISD EDITORAL BOARD
The third Democratic presidential
primary debate will take place Thursday,
marking the first time the Democratic
National Committee has narrowed the
field of candidates enough to contain
them on one stage. The previous two
debates saw 20 candidates making bold
statements about important issues such as
health care and climate change, but also
about each other.
While some attacks made sense in terms
of a candidate’s policy history — such
as Rep. Tulsi Gabbard pointing out Sen.
Kamala Harris’ “tough on crime” record —
others seemed more rhetorically designed
to get a reaction from viewers than to
inform them.
At times, the moderators aided candidates in this endeavor. CNN’s Jake
Tapper opened questioning at the first
debate by noting criticisms of Sen.
Bernie Sanders’ “Medicare for All” plan.
Then, instead of asking policy-oriented

questions about Sanders’ plan, he used
another candidate’s words:
“Congressman [ John] Delaney just
referred to [Medicare for All] as bad policy,
and previously he has called the idea political suicide that will just get President
Trump re-elected,” Tapper said. “What do
you say to Congressman Delaney?”
This question largely set the tone for
the evening — positioning the candidates
against each other instead of digging
into policy issues that deeply affect many
Americans.
This time, we hope to see a stage
full of candidates and moderators who
remember why they’re there: to serve the
American people and to ensure they can
be fully informed about the issues they’ll
be voting on.
So, from the Editorial Board in the heart
of the first-in-the-nation state, here are
some of those issues:
According to Iowa College Aid, 59 percent of Iowa State students graduate with
debt. The average graduate carries $28,701

in debt upon graduation. Higher education is routinely underfunded in Iowa, and
it’s important for students to know how a
potential president plans to tackle the student debt crisis.
Mass shootings in Texas and Ohio have
made headlines in recent weeks — not a
rare occurrence in present day America.
The U.S. House of Representatives passed
universal background check legislation in
February, and even though a majority of
Americans support background checks, the
bill didn’t make it to the Senate floor due
to partisan gridlock. We need candidates to
present positions that show voters how they
plan to navigate the politics of the issue to
protect Americans.
Countless scientific reports have warned
of climate change’s impact on the environment, and recent flooding in Iowa has
demonstrated how real the problem is for
us. The science tells us that we’re reaching a
point of no return, and we need candidates
to tell us how they’re going to prioritize
environmental policy.

Editorial Board

Annelise Wells, editor-in-chief
Melanie De Anda, opinion editor
Emily Berch, columnist
Seth Pierce, student

Opinions expressed in columns and letters are those of the
author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
Daily or organizations with which the author(s)
are associated.

Feedback policy:

The Daily encourages discussion but does not guarantee its
publication. We reserve the right to edit or reject any letter or
online feedback.
Send your letters to letters@iowastatedaily.com.
Letters must include the name(s), phone number(s),
majors and/or group affiliation(s)
and year in school of the author(s).
Phone numbers and addresses will not be published.
Online feedback may be used if first name and last name,
major and year in school are included in the post. Feedback
posted online is eligible for print in the Iowa State Daily.
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‘Stand-out’ Emma strikes again
Mira Emma
delivers wise
plays for last
minute victory
BY JOHN.MILLER
@iowastatedaily.com
In the 72nd minute against the
University of Nebraska-Omaha on
Sunday, things looked bleak for the
Iowa State soccer team. They had
failed to cash in on multiple opportunities, and were running out of
time to win the scoreless match.
Then, suddenly, an emerging
prospect struck in the form of
freshman Mira Emma.
After a beautifully placed cross
kick into the center of the penalty
box by Claudia Najera, Emma
won the header and squeaked her
shot into the left side of the goal
beyond the outstretched hands of
the Omaha goalkeeper.
It seemed as if Emma was a step
ahead on the play, knowing what
was going to happen next.
“Mira is really good at seeing
things happen before they happen
and that vision is a special quality
that few players actually have,” said
coach Tony Minatta.
The score was the first of her
career, and one she will always
remember.
“It was surreal; it’s always cool
getting your first goal but it was
cool especially because we needed
a little spark at that time,” Emma
said.
The goal would ended up being
the only one of the match, securing
the Iowa State victory and making

COURTESY OF LUKE LU AND ISU ATHLETICS
Freshman attacker Mira Emma celebrates after scoring the deciding goal in a 1-0 win against Omaha on Sept. 8.

Emma’s header even more timely.
While it seemed effortless, the goal
comes after a positional change for
the freshman.
Emma, native of W heaton,
Illinois, was originally recruited
by the Cyclones to be a midfield
maestro. After training with the
team for a bit, Minatta decided to
alter her role to more of a playmaking forward.
Fortunately enough, Emma welcomed the switch.
“I’m always just willing to do
what is best for the team, so whenever my name is called, I’m ready,”
Emma said.
Emma’s impact with the program was felt immediately as she
scored in both of the exhibition

wins for Iowa State. W ithin a
couple of weeks, she cracked the
starting lineup against Purdue.
Since then, Emma hasn’t turned
back.
“You’re always looking for someone that can connect the game
and be smart with the ball, and
she’s definitely that type of player,”
Minatta said.
Through six games on the year,
Emma is tied with redshirt freshman Kenady Adams in total points
with three.
Her shot percentage of .167 is
also tied for the highest on the
team with fellow true freshman
Abbey Van Wyngarden.
“She is able to see the field very
quickly and that helps our offense

with our creativity,” said senior
Hannah Cade.
Emma’s field awareness helped
her succeed prior to college, placing in the top 21 of Top Drawer
Soccer’s Regional Rankings in the
spring of 2017. She was a club
member of the successful Chicago
S oc kers FC, garner ing a U.S.
Soccer Training Invite in 2014.
In fact, her maturity and savviness for the game was something Minatta saw the moment
she attended a camp at Iowa State.
“From the start, I was like ‘wow,
she really plays above her age,’”
Minatta said.
The high IQ she displays for
the game has helped Emma make
up for things she lacks in, such as

height. Standing at five-foot-three,
Emma by no means towers over
defenders or is able to physically
push through them.
Nevertheless, Emma embraces
the challenge, even at the Power
Five conference level.
“It ’s all about mentality and
choice whether you want to do it
or not, and I enjoy doing what I
do,” Emma said. “Once you get to
this level, it’s not really about age
or height; we’re all great players, so
it’s more of just a matter of keeping
that consistency.”
Ac c o rd i n g t o M i n a t t a , on e
thing that has helped the freshman adjust so quickly to the college
level has been that ability to be in
the moment.
“Mira is ver y composed and
‘unflakeable’ in the fact that she
doesn’t seem to feel pressure,”
Minatta said.
Even with the technical and
in-game praise Emma receives,
her teammates believe that her
selflessness is the best quality she
possesses.
“She has a huge heart and helps
the team out by doing what we
need her to do,” Cade said. “She’s
really just a stand-out girl.”
Being the center of attention is
certainly not Emma’s preference,
but it is hard not to be when she
is setting up and scoring goals the
way she has so far.
With three years and counting
left in a Cyclone uniform, it should
be exciting to see what she can
accomplish going forward.
“She is barely scratching the surface of her potential,” Minatta said.
“She has all the technical tools and
understanding to take her game to
the next level in the future.”

Cyclones finish eighth in first tournament
BY JAMES.POWELL
@iowastatedaily.com
Iowa State’s men’s golf team looked to start the season off
on the right foot this weekend at the Badger Invitational.
They return all eight golfers from last year, and started the
season on the exact same course they did the previous season.
The team played well — highlighted by Tripp Kinney
placing third overall and shooting under par all three days
— but they let their top-five finish slip away on the final day.

TRIPP KINNEY STARTS SENIOR SEASON STRONG
Preseason Third-Team All-American is a great way to get a
senior season rolling before hitting the greens. Tripp Kinney
was able to get national attention prior to the season’s start,
and so far he has not disappointed.
Kinney shot 70-68-68 over the three days of competition
in Madison, totaling 10 strokes under par, which placed him
in third place out of every single golfer competing.
However, he missed out on a medal by two strokes to
Nevada’s Sam Harned.
He led the team in scoring as he did for most of last
season, with one of the only exceptions coming in this same
tournament last year, when he shot an 80 on the first day but
was able to recover nicely and end at four over.
SECOND DAY PRIMED TEAM FOR TOP-FIVE FINISH
After the second day of competition, the Cyclones were
looking very well as a team, and found themselves in fourth
place heading into Tuesday. They were able to improve from

two over to two under between the first and second days, and
surpassed Rutgers to snag fourth place going into day three.
“We played solid as a team... a couple more putts went
in and we did some basics pretty well that day,” said coach
Andrew Tank.
This was a strong team effort, but only two golfers found
themselves under par that day. Kinney shot a 68 and slotted
himself tied for first individually, and Ricky Costello was
able to squeeze under par by one stroke, shooting his best
18 holes of the invitational.
“I was happy to see his progression,” Tank said. “[He] did
a good job of improving, he drove the ball well and didn’t
have a single bogey on his card that day.”

STRUGGLES ON FINAL DAY DOOM CYCLONES
As successful as the middle day was for the team, the final
day was one they wish they could redo. Kinney shot another
68, but the next best score was a 73 from Sam Vincent, his
best of the three days.
The team found themselves tied for eighth when it was
all said and done, and there’s certainly something left to be
desired, seeing as they were inserted firmly in the top five
after the first two days.
“A bunch of sloppy mistakes piled up on us,” Tank said.
“We have some work to do to clean up those unforced
errors.”
The other competition didn’t do the Cyclones any favors.
They saw a Notre Dame team shoot 14 under par as a team,
as well as seven other teams going under par. Iowa State was
only three strokes away from sixth place, which belonged to

IOWA STATE DAILY
Coach Andrew Tank watches Tripp Kinney in the tee box
during a team practice.

Coastal Carolina.
The golfers certainly each saw their share of strong performances, especially considering some of the first-meet jitters
that surely were present to a certain degree.
Seeing as this is only the first handful of rounds with
many more to come as the season progresses, the team will
look to build off of this and continue the forward progress
heading into next weekend.
The Cyclones have three events left in their fall schedule:
the Windon Memorial, the Fighting Irish Classic in South
Bend, Indiana and the Big 12 Match Play in Hoiston.
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COURTESY OF NADINE PENA AND CRUSH MUSIC
Green Day, Fall Out Boy and Weezer will unite their fanbases for the triple-headliner “Hella Mega Tour.”

Weezer, Green Day
and Fall Out Boy to
cling to relevancy in
‘Hella Mega Tour’
BY TREVOR.BABCOCK
@iowastatedaily.com
Three bands past their prime, but still capable of garnering mainstream excitement, have found a way to capitalize
on their similarly-nostalgic fanbases.
Green Day, Weezer and Fall Out Boy announced a
joint arena tour dubbed the “Hella Mega Tour,” kicking off
in June 2020. The announcement was coupled with new
music from each of the bands, and even brand new album
announcements from Green Day and Weezer.
Promotion for the “Hella Mega Tour” shows these three
bands aren’t taking themselves too seriously anymore, much
like everyone else. A self-aware approach is probably the best
way to market a tour of three bands whose best music was
released in the 1990s and early 2000s.
The tour came about through management at Crush
Music, the management team behind all three acts. It’s a
move to make these bands relevant by creating one of the
biggest rock events of the year, likening it to the “Monsters
of Rock Tour,” which featured Metallica, Scorpions and
Van Halen.
Each band uploaded their own announcement of the tour,
with Green Day’s featuring frontman Billie Joe Armstrong,
Rivers Cuomo and Pete Wentz deep-faked onto Ron
Burgundy in various scenes from “Anchorman.” Weezer’s
video featured a beanie-wearing talking alien. Fall Out Boy
employed the hype of pro-wrestler Ric Flair.
New singles from Green Day and Fall Out Boy will most
likely satisfy die hard fans, but in truth are overproduced,
generic and predictable.
However, Green Day seems to think they’re making a
statement with their Jack White rip-off, “Father of All…”
The description of the song posted to YouTube includes
what seems to be drugged up rambling signed by Armstrong:
“The lyrics are like a party and lifestyle of not giving a fuck.
The life AND death of the party. Not political. Surviving
in chaos. The real shit.”
He continues to claim “rock has lost its balls,” while simultaneously continuing to suck out any elements of what made
Green Day cool over 20 years ago.
Weezer makes the most valiant effort with their single,
“The End of the Game.” It’s the lead single for their new
album “Van Weezer,” the cover of which almost reads as
an elaborate troll with its low effort design. But the song is
incredibly catchy and creative.
Clearly the album title implies a 1980s rock influence,
and shredding guitars and arena rock effects on the single
confirm Weezer’s creative approach for the album. At the
core of the song is Weezer’s pop rock formula working at
its best. Seeing what else Weezer does by incorporating a
classic rock style will be interesting.
While the “Hella Mega Tour” is nostalgically enticing, it
also feels like another blow to the state of rock music, even
though it’s meant to be the opposite. There’s something sad
about packaging aging rock bands together for marketing
purposes and as a move to maintain relevancy.
Diehard fans have something to be hyped for, but those
who have moved past their pop rock and pop punk phase
will be the ones the “Hella Mega Tour” is hoping to win
back. However, the chance to garner popularity at the level
of these bands’ primes is slim.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JUNKYARD SAMURAI
Junkyard Samurai is a unique Chicago hip-hop super group comprised of ProbCause and
members of the duo The Palmer Squares.

Chicago hip hop
meets Ames

Junkyard
Samurai
to take
the stage
BY TREVOR.BABCOCK
@iowastatedaily.com
Finding one another through
music, Junkyard Samurai have
connected to make their own
unique brand of hip-hop. They take
their origin story to the M-Shop
Thursday night.
Coming up through the Chicago
hip-hop scene, Junkyard Samurai is
comprised of rapper ProbCause and
duo Palmer Squares. Before they
formed, the members of Palmer
Squares watched ProbCause open
at hip-hop shows in the area.
The Chicago scene helped build
each member’s creative repertoire.
ProbCause has featured Chance
The Rapper and both ProbCause
and Palmer Squares have collaborated with Saba. Through collaborations with each other, however,
they found a creative synergy that
expands outside the boundaries of
hip-hop.
“ We wanted to make sure we
stepped outside of our strong
box,” said Acumental of Palmer
Squares. “Expanding our sounds,
our boundaries, just as musicians,
not just hip-hop or as rappers. Let’s
make it different.”
Junkyard Samurai incorporates pop,
R&B, glitch, industrial and boom-bap
production behind their lyrical-based
hip-hop. ProbCause’s involvement in
the EDM scene has made for interesting musical crossovers.

“I love rapping over those beats
because they’re like hip-hop beats
on steroids,” ProbCause said.
Junkyard Samurai’s first track,
made under their official name,
“Paralyzed,” churned out pop and
danceable vibes, while Palmer
squares has historically been in
the pocket of grimy and lyrical. But
the track created a balance for the
remainder of their self titled debut.
“The main initiative is to make
sure we’re saying things that hopefully haven’t been said before,”
Acumental said. “For this we still
have that approach, that’s our foundation, but I liked when we were
making Junkyard it started with a
pop song.”
Not wanting to be linear, the
production turned to grimy, lyrically chill head-nodders and story
driven narratives.
W hile Junkyard Samurai has
found their creative pocket, their
on-stage presence is in its infancy.
The group has yet to play 10 shows
together, but watching a rising hiphop band form an artistic relationship on stage is part of the experience along with their music.
“You’re getting an interesting
perspective of we’re having fun and
figuring it out; it’s very loose” said
Terminal Knowledge of Palmer
Squares. “ You get a little more
energy and stage presence at either
of our solo shows because it’s three
times what you would usually get.”
While the members of Palmer
Squares have known each other
since elementary school and
have an established chemistr y,
ProbCause is finding his way into
being the best possible third piece
of the band as a solo artist.
Palmer S quares began as
a parody of prevailing hip-hop
trends, poking fun at autotune and
lazy lyricism. Silliness is still part
of the Palmer Squares brand.

“Poking fun at popular stuff is
one of my favorite things to do,”
Acumental said. “At the same time
I’m hoping to get up on a bigger
level and be a prevailing trend and
let people poke fun at me.”
W hile coming on in the rap
scene, Palmer Squares found a little
trouble fitting in due to their sense
of humor in their approach to rap.
Getting over their nervousness
by opening for other Chicago rappers’ audiences helped grow their
talents.
Staying unnoticed by anyone in
the music industry, they owe everything to their listeners in giving
them a sustainable music career.
“Not many artists are really discovered by music industr y representatives anymore,” Terminal
Knowledge said. “You just have to
put yourself out there and be discovered by the public. Social media
and the internet have kind of cut
out the middle man.”
The internet era creates a creative outlet for different brands of
hip-hop.
“I think there’s cool trends
going on like the bedroom producer style,” ProbCause said. “Not
everything has to be so precious.
You can record some shit, make it
in the same day, drop it and it can
still be really dope.”
Doors will open at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday and the performance
will begin at 8 p.m. Tickets purchased in advance are $12 ($10
with an ISU Student ID) and can
be purchased on www.midwestix.
com. There will be a $2 increase in
ticket prices on the day of the show
and online purchases are automatically charged a three percent service fee. Tickets are also available
in person or by phone 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. weekdays at the Maintenance
Shop Box Office, located in the
Memorial Union.
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WINTERSTEEN
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innovation and excellence at Iowa State.”
She spent time reminiscing on the positive
experiences she had in preparation for the new
school year.
“I had a wonderful getting out, visiting
with our students, hearing their stories [and]
having them tell me about their experiences,”
Wintersteen said.
She talked about an interaction with a student at a new student orientation over the
summer. Wintersteen recalled and joked about
the interaction in a lighthearted manner.
“One student stopped me and said ‘President
Wintersteen you’re an internet sensation!’ and
when you’re president you have to wonder ‘Is
this going to get me fired?’” Wintersteen said.
The student was reminding Wintersteen of
when her decision to cancel classes for multiple days in the spring 2019 semester — due
to a polar vortex — caused her to become an
internet sensation on Reddit.
Wintersteen then took a more serious turn
and talked about the promises she made to
the university’s faculty and students last year.
“I promised to serve our great university so
that it may reach it’s finest potential in academic excellence; I pledged to lead the university forward to become the best land grant university and I pledged that together we would
continue to excel in our teaching, research and
extension programs to support our land grant
mission,” Wintersteen said. “I believe that the
way we will continue to serve, to lead and to
excel is by constantly innovating.”
Wintersteen advocates for innovation and
said she believes that innovation is what drives
the university forward.
“Through innovation, we really lift up the
most creativity, the most collaboration, the
leadership that will truly allow Iowa State
University to move forward and build the
culture and success that we want at this great

GAMEDAY

university,” Wintersteen said.
Wintersteen praised her faculty who work
for the university and said that the university
achieves greatness because the people who
serve it are great.
She additionally discussed the various
achievements Iowa State had over the year.
Faculty awards were at an all-time high
as seven faculty members received an award
from the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, six received National
Science Foundation CAREER awards, three
received Fulbright awards, two received
National Endowment for the Humanities
awards, one received a Pew Scholar award
and one faculty member was named to the
National Academy of Inventors.
Additionally, Iowa State improved its top
100 worldwide ranking in U.S. patents from
number 83 to number 69 overall. Thirty-four
patents were secured by faculty members at
Iowa State last year that contributed to this
change.
Wintersteen said this demonstrates the great
innovation of Iowa State’s faculty members.
Entrepreneurship among faculty and students was another recognition Wintersteen
made. She saw the deans of various colleges
step up and create change around campus over
the past year.
“We have a long record of being focused
on entrepreneurship at this university,”
Wintersteen said. “Over this past year, the
deans have come together and said ‘we want to
work together to [change] how we see innovation and entrepreneurship be infused into the
curriculum.’ And we’ve had a wonderful set of
conversations and we’ve made great progress”
The deans wanted to highlight what types
of innovation and entrepreneurship were going
on at Iowa State at the State Fair. During the
event, Wintersteen saw students and community members display entrepreneurship skills
that significantly impressed her.

“We had more than 150 students [...] and
community members from around the state
come and pitch their ideas for innovation
and entrepreneurship,” Wintersteen said.
“Innovation and entrepreneurship, connecting

“I had a wonderful
getting out,
visiting with our
students, hearing
their stories [and]
having them tell
me about their
experiences.”
-Wendy Wintersteen
what we’re doing in our curriculum with what
we’re doing at the new Student Innovation
Center. This is truly going to be a way that we
change how students, how parents [and] how
Iowa thinks about Iowa State University.”
Wintersteen also brought up the challenges
that Iowa State faces in the present day.
She said how last year Iowa State saw a
decline in enrollment, with a large percentage
being of international students.
“We were really shocked,” Wintersteen said.
“Of the 1,004 students we lost last year, 440
of those students were international students.
It really, really is a concern for us. As we lose
international students at Iowa State University,
we lose part of the important culture that has
always been part of this university.”
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to GameDay is so important. The
Iowa State Daily is here to serve.
We have gathered all the official
rules you need to follow when you
make your signs, along with the
best ways to have your 30 seconds
of fame on Saturday.

GAMEDAY SIGN RULES
1. Nothing political
Iowa is no stranger to politics,
but College GameDay does not
allow any signs that endorse or
slander any political figure.
2. Nothing religious
3. No vulgar language or images
This rule is rather self explanatory. No cursing, racist or violent
words/imagery. A basic rule of
thumb: If you wouldn’t show your
sign to your grandma or professor,
ESPN probably won’t allow it.
4. No .com or .org signage.
There’s nothing wrong with
trying to get your name out there,
but GameDay is about the passion
of football, not promoting website URLs.
TIPS ON HOW TO GET ON TV
Most people heading to
GameDay early Saturday morning are going with one mission in
mind — getting on TV.
That said, here are some tips on
how to get the attention of the
cameras and not get up early in
the morning for nothing.
1. HOW TO MAKE YOUR SIGN
A poster-sized piece of foamcore will work best, the material
is easy to hold and is sturdy.. If
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Students hold homemade signs during College GameDay Jan. 17, 2015,
in Hilton Coliseum for the Iowa State-Kansas men’s basketball game.

foamcore isn’t for you, there is the
option of using wood. However,
the sign can be heavy to hold up
for a three hour broadcast like
GameDay.
Amazon has pretty cheap
20-foot poles to hold up your
signs. I am no handyman, but I
would recommend that the poles’
seams are a strong pull-and-twist
brand to ensure that they stick
and stay put. For added security,
apply a piece of duct tape to the
seam.

2. BE CREATIVE
The best signs on GameDay are
the ones that aren’t limiting themselves to a box. Assistant coaches,
past scores, players’ and coaches’
facial reactions make some of the
best types of signs.
Matt Campbell has plent y
of facial reactions and sayings
that would make great signs.
Sophomore Brock Purdy and his

popularity within the Iowa State
fandom will be one of many popular — if not the most popular —
signs out there.
It’s safe to say, if your sign is creative and catches someone’s eye in
between the basic signs out there,
you’ll be famous for a day.

3. BRING THE ENERGY
Obviously be aware that there is
a show going on, but ESPN loves
showing the energy and hype that
the crowd brings.
The point of having live fans
and signs at the GameDay event
is to show how intense and excited
the fans are for the upcoming
game. The camera will always
find and show the fans that bring
the energy.
B e l o u d a n d yo u’ l l g e t o n
camera.
This is the first GameDay in
Ames and there is no guarantee
that Iowa State will get it again.

Wintersteen said that people will see
another decline as the numbers come out and
that there is a further impact to Iowa State.
Another challenge that follows declining
enrollment is a struggling budget, Wintersteen
said.
“We lose student numbers, then we start to
lose revenue,” Wintersteen said. “Like all businesses — and remember, we are a business —
like all businesses we have a producing cost.”
The reduction in student enrollment, in
large part, has caused the budget to change,
Wintersteen said, and the first step in the legislative process for increasing funding was to
increase student tuition.
“ The good news is that the Board of
Regents has just shared that they are preceding with their five-year plan,” Wintersteen
said. “This year was the first year of that plan.
The plan calls for increased tuition, but not
a bad increase it is determined by how much
spending the state provides to Iowa State
University.”
Wintersteen said that they are working on
and creating an open line of communication
with state legislatures all throughout Iowa.
“These are big changes that are occurring at
Iowa State,” Wintersteen said.
Iowa State is moving into the future and
Wintersteen said that everyone is a part of it.
“Together, you and I, we’re creating a future,”
Wintersteen said. “Some of the successes that
we have talked about today already, they’re
gonna help us create the future.”
Wintersteen said she is proud to be a
member of the Iowa State faculty and is
extremely thankful for all the time her staff
dedicates to Iowa State.
“I am proud of Iowa State,” Wintersteen
said. “I am proud to be the president, and I
want to thank all of you for the hard work you
contribute each and every day to allow us to
bring excellence to our teaching, research and
extension programs.”

PG1

sets aside six percent of the Student
Activity Fee in a Student Activity Fee
Reserve account.
The account currently has only
$135,052.85 in it, and the additional
$13,404.51 would make the account
have $148,457.06 in it. This is six percent of the Student Activity Fee revenue, which is $2,474,289.37.
Senators were also sat to the
Student Initiatives committee and
Civic Engagement committee.
S enators Tony Tonet, Noah
Heasley, Sandeep Stanley, Dustin

AWARDS

PG4

the national deadlines are in late
January or early February and so
I’m working pretty closely with the
candidates through November until
February, really.”
The Center for Communication
Excellence in the Graduate College
has also hired a National Competitive
Awards Writing Consultant, Kristin
Terrill. Terrill meets with students
who are developing their applications
and help prepare them.
A helpful place to start for students is the awards directory on
Iowa State’s University Honors
Program website.
Students can scroll through the
different categories on the directory, such as STEM-based, Public
Service and Foreign Affairs and
awards for multicultural students.
Each award has specific websites
that further explain the criteria and
eligibility for the award.
The students interested in these

Reis, Nick Kline, Advait Anand, and
Morgan Fritz were appointed to the
Student Initiatives committee and
Senators Hayat Sumael, Taylor Blair,
and Morgan Mitchell were appointed
to the Civic Engagement committee.
Next week, Student Government
will vote on a bill that transfers
$11,600 to fund other activities. The
bill was originally intended to fund
an entertainer for Dance Marathon.
For more information or to contact your senator, visit stugov.iastate.
edu. Senate meetings are at 7 p.m.
Wednesdays in the Campanile Room
of the Memorial Union.
awards can also schedule an appointment with Good where they can talk
about what their options are and discuss the process of applying.
To schedule an appointment
with Good, students can log into
AccessPlus, click on the ‘Student tab’
and follow the directions for ‘ISU
Appointments.’
Good also suggests possible
candidates fill out and submit the
Potential Fellowship Candidate
Questionnaire, which helps her to
understand each student and how
she can most efficiently help them.
The process of applying for these
awards takes time and a lot of
effort. Good said it encourages students to think through what they
care about and how to accomplish
their goals.
“Even if you don’t end up as a
recipient of the award, you learn so
much about yourself and your writing skills develop,” Good said. “You
come out of it with really clear goals
and objectives for yourself.”

